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STOBHALL

Getting There
Drive through Stanley and then turn right towards Blairgowrie at the “Y” junction (Point 1). 

There are two beats at Stobhall, Upper and Lower. If on the Lower beat, after taking the right fork at Point 1, you will cross a narrow, hump backed bridge over the railway. 
About 300 yards after the bridge there is a private road on the right (Point 2) – take that road and follow road and signs all the way to the Lower fishing hut. 

If on the Upper beat, continue on the main road after the bridge. You will then come to a very tight “Z” bend and then, 300 yards further on, Innernyte Farm. 
Opposite the Farm, Point 3, is a track. Turn right onto the track and follow it to the Upper fishing hut.

See photographs in next slide
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Point  1 – Approaching Right Fork

Point 2 – entrance to Lower Beat

Point 3 – entrance to Upper Beat



From Stobhall's website: "The water is varied and ranges from some wonderful fast runs 
offering first class fly-fishing, to deeper pots which hold fish at all water heights and are 
perhaps more suited to spinning. 

The beat as a whole fishes best given a rise in water.

On the Lower Beat is the awesome Campsie Linn and the legendary Linn Pool. At 
Campsie Linn, the highest volume waterfall in Britain, the whole of the Tay is forced 
through a narrow gap in a rock ledge and gushes out into a huge boiling cauldron. Set 
against the backdrop of Stobhall Castle, Taymount House and steeply sloping wooded 
banks the scenery is positively breath-taking.

In the spring the Linn Pool is one of the best casts on the whole Tay, especially if the 
river is high and fish are queuing to run the Linn. Stobhall has always had a reputation 
for big fish. In the past many of the Tay's monsters were caught here. Several fish over 
50 lbs were landed from the Major's Cast early in the 20th century.“

Stobhall is kindly donated to PDAA  by the syndicate and we have the benefit of 
highly skilled ghillies who will place members in the best positions to fish, including 
the boats.

Parking 
There is plenty of parking space at both huts.

Beat Description



Stobhall Lower Beat

Upper Limit

Lower Limit

Upper Eels Brig

Washing Green

Tams Corner

Major’s Cast

Linn Pool

Hut



Stobhall Upper Beat

Upper Limit

Lower Limit

Willie’s stone

Aldern’s Croy

Honey Hole

Hut

Aldern’s Stream






